AUTOMOTOVE INDUSTRY

Stragegy, Maketing & Branding

INTRODUCTION

We had the great opportunity to have an exclusive visit of Masera: HQ in Modena. The goal was to discover the history, the design and manufacturing processes and
the strategy of one the most famous luxury car brands in the world. We were ﬁrst introduced to Masera: representa:ves to learn more about the ﬁrm's history,
iden:ty and strategy and we were then led on a tour of the plant.

MASERATI, A HISTORIC BRAND THAT MUST REINVENT
ITSELF
Maserati is an Italian car manufacturer specializing in luxury, sports and racing cars that was founded in 1914 in Modena by the Maserati brothers, and in
particular by Alfieri Maserati. They started to build their own cars in 1926 with the Tipo 26.
Maserati was acquired by Citroen in 1968 who wanted to adapt the Maserati V6 engine for the Citroen SM. The company was then taken over by Fiat in 1987.
This marked the beginning of a period of cooperation with one of its historical competitors: Ferrari. Today, it belongs to the Stelantis group. The incorporation in
the Fiat Chrisler Goup and then Stelantis allowed the integration of the Levante model assembly line in the Stellantis plants.
Recent years have seen a notable decrease in sales, going from 32,500 units sold in 2015 to only 16,900 units in 2020. This drop in the sales raised the need for a
reinvention of the brand that started in 2016 by being the first luxury brand to launch a SUV car: the Maserati Levante model, which was both a pioneer
in luxury SUV and a success.

MASERATI RECONQUEST - STEP 1: A NEW BRAND STRATEGY

Masera:'s reconquest begins with the implementa:on of a new brand strategy, which Marc Magnanini, head of
global brand, presented to us exclusively. This new strategy is intended to be innova:ve in a rapidly changing
context.
A changing and uncertain customer environment

The luxury car segment is facing a major evolu:on in terms of consumer aspira:ons. This evolu:on stems from a
more general trend, which aﬀects the luxury sector as a whole. On the one hand, we are witnessing a change in
audience, with the classic clientele - rela:vely old and built around strong tradi:ons - giving way to younger and
more modern customers. On the other hand, it is the very essence of the concept of luxury that is evolving.
Indeed, we are progressively moving from a concep:on of luxury as a way of expressing a social status to a more
modern concep:on, where luxury expresses more the personality of the consumer, that is to say what
dis:nguishes him as a unique being, and no longer what a<aches him to a privileged social group. Two new
elements accompany this change in concep:on. Firstly, a logic of sustainability, since for this new clientele, luxury
no longer aims to signify belonging to an elite that would not care about the consequences of its lifestyle.
Secondly, a desire by consumers to build a more in:mate connec:on with the brand.
As far as the luxury car segment is concerned, these changes are having a profound impact on consumers'
purchasing criteria. Marc Magnanini dis:nguishes 5 customer expecta:ons:
§
§
§
§
§

Design: modern and futuris:c, but respecsul of the brand's DNA.
Performance: above average, but clean.
Materials: very high quality but sustainable.
Technologies: revolu:onary but smart and relevant.
Personaliza:on: because the car reﬂects above all the personality of the buyer.
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A strategy that exploits three pillars:

1. Authen7city: in the face of a more informed clientele that is less prone to symbols, Masera: will have
to innovate while relying on its heritage as a sporty and elegant Italian brand.
2. Dis7nc7on: to maintain its luxury posi:oning, par:cularly in the face of compe::on from premium
models from Audi, BMW and Mercedes, Masera: will have to consolidate its iconic dimension.
3. Connec7vity: in the technological sense of course, but also in the sense of the rela:onship to be
established between the customer, his car and the brand.
The aim of this new strategy is to wake up the Masera: brand, which has been asleep for too long, and
make it an iconic brand in a changing and uncertain world.
A strategy based on three concrete ambitions...

§
§
§

Make the brand cool again
Move the people who move the world with the perfect balance luxury / performance
Become the most desired brand

...And which establishes three new values to define the Maserati brand:

§
§
§

Innova:ve by nature: to reconnect with the genius, inven:veness and virtuosity of the Masera:
brothers, founders of the brand and among the great pioneers of the Italian automo:ve industry
Unique by design: because Masera: is ﬁrst and foremost a unique design, which combines
performance, elegance and style in a subtle balance.
Powered by passion: to make driving a Masera: a unique experience.

MASERATI RECONQUEST - STEP 2: NEW PRODUCT

To implement this new brand strategy, Masera: had to oﬀer new models. The brand chose to release an excep:onal supercar, the MC20, which we had the privilege
of discovering from every angle.
The choice of the MC20 was based on a threefold desire:
1.
To revive the Masera: brand, by reviving its DNA: a brand that develops cars that are above all sporty, made for racing.
2.
To restore the brand's automo:ve genius: a new engine, the Netuno, en:rely designed and manufactured by Masera:.
3.
To increase market coverage, by a<acking the hypercar segment, from which Masera: was absent.

With the MC20, Masera: now oﬀers a complete and coherent range, which seems to perfectly illustrate the balance of performance - elegance - style at the heart of
its brand image.
MASERATI RECONQUEST, STEP 3: INNOVATION & R&D

Maserati's reconquest is also based on an evolution of production by focusing on internalization and innovation, as presented to us by Vito Cascione, the plant
manager, and during a tour of the plant.
The actual Modana plant is one the most integrated one, gathering R&D activities as well as MC20 cars and engines production. This assembly section, relatively
small (15,000m²), consists of 5 major parts: engine assembly, assembly, finishing, testing & painting.
This plant, entirely dedicated to the MC20 production as previously stated, brings two major new features: the internalization of engine manufacturing (which was a
brand new expertise to acquire) and the internalization of paintain (with a revolutionary method called Body in Color which allows to speed up the process). The
level of production of this supercar is quite low, 6 cars and 4 engines (10/12 people dedicated to the latter) per day, allowing for a very high level of customization
(they have never done two MC20 that were exactly the same). One engine takes up to 10 days to be produced, one MC20 takes up to 40 days. In the engine
assembly, the workers are helped by smart tracking tools. In case of mistakes, these tools can automatically stop the assembly process. The only part of the
production that is still subcontracted is the testing of the serial engines.
Beyond the MC20 and engines production, the plant also hosts the R&D activities. Engines prototypes are assembled and tested here, after being previously
designed by the Innovation Lab, 5 km away from the testing building, which also analyzes the testing results.The prototypes are tested in hot conditions to simulate
the hundreds of kilometers of combustion (this is normally done in cold environments).<

CONCLUSION

This exclusive visit was an opportunity to discover in depth a brand that is not very well known by the general public, especially in France given the low number of
cars sold, but that is iconic for anyone who is interested in the automo:ve industry. We were able to touch the marke:ng challenges involved in redesigning a
brand in a hyper-compe::ve sector. Immersing ourselves in the heart of the Modena plant, we were also able to see the engineering, design and logis:cal
challenges involved in producing a new model.
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